GG sequence of DNA and the human telomeric sequence react with cis-diammine-diaquaplatinum at comparable rates.
G-quadruplex structures of telomeric sequences are of growing interest because they inhibit telomerase, an enzyme involved in the maintenance of telomere length of cancer cells. As we have shown previously, the antiparallel structure of G-quadruplexes can be cross-linked in vitro by the anti-tumour drug cisplatin. The question arises whether platination of quadruplex structures of human telomeric sequences by cisplatin could be relevant from a biological point of view. Therefore, we have compared the kinetics of reactions of the diaqua form of cisplatin, cis-[Pt(NH(3))(2)(H(2)O)(2)](2+), with the human telomeric quadruplex structure, a duplex DNA and a single-stranded DNA containing one specific platination GG site. The ratio between the platination rate constants was obtained using two intramolecular competition experiments: either a construct with a junction between duplex DNA containing a unique GG platination site and the quadruplex structure of the human telomeric sequence AG(3)(T(2)AG(3))(3), or a construct with a junction between duplex DNA and a single strand containing each a unique GG platination site. Those competition experiments allowed us to conclude that the platination of the quadruplex is favoured over that of the GG duplex by a factor of about two whereas the GG duplex is platinated three times faster than the GG single strand.